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Matrix™ Speed Bar User Documentation

Welcome to Matrix™ Speed Bar, in this document we will cover how you can easily run many different types of searches 
with this quick and powerful feature. 

In the first section of we will start off by going over all the different syntax that Speed Bar will recognize followed by a 
few examples of how to use this syntax. In the second part we will go over some more advanced syntax and show you 
how you can combine the syntax to create more advanced searches.

Matrix™ SPEEDBAR

“Show me all of the Active (A) and Active Contingent (AC) listings in the BLC® Area 
4904 with a list price between $250,000 and $325,000, 3 or more bedrooms, and 

at least 2,000 square feet.”

CP A AC 4904 $250-325 3+ 2+ 2000+ sqft

CP = Cross-Property Search

Tip: Speedbar defaults to a Residental 
(RES) search, but you can search any 
property type by using the appropriate 
abbreviations:
MUL = Multi-family
FRM = Farm
VAC  = Vacant Lots/Land
COM = Commercial

A = Active 
AC = Active Contingent

Tip: Search for any status type using the 
appropriate abbreviation:
P = Pending
S = Sold
X = Expired
T  = Temp. off Market
L = Leased
W = Withdrawl
R = Released

List price between $250,000 - 
$325,000

Tip: Enter and 2-5 digit number 
starting with a $ sign. +/- can be 
used to specify a range. Prices are 
in the thousands; usa a decimal 
point for values less than 1000.

BLC® Area 4904

To search a specific 
location, type in 
the BLC® area.

3 or more Bedrooms 
2 or more Bathrooms

Bedrooms must always come before 
Bathrooms. Enter any 1 digit (beds) 
followed by a space and another 
digit (baths). +/- can be used to 
specify more than/less than.

2,000 or more SqFt

Any 2-5 digit number fol-
lowed by sqft. +/- can be 
used to specify a range.
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Section 1: Basic Speed Bar Syntax   
Field Name Example Syntax Result

BLC® Number 21285729 Any 5 to 8 digit BLC® number Returns listing that has a BLC® number 
equal to 21285729

21285729 21317798 You can also enter multiple BLC® #’s into 
the Speedbar separated by a space

Property Type*

* If you do not define 
a property type 
in your Speed Bar 
Search the Speed 
Bar will default to 
searching Cross 
property. To search 
other tables, you will 
need to specify the 
property type.

RES Any of the following values:

Residential (includes sub types 
SFD and CND)

Will return For Sale/Lease Condos and 
Single Family homes

To get more specify use Property Sub Type 
below

To search all Property Types do not include 
a Property Type abbreviation

RES MUL To search more than one Property Type 
enter the abbreviations for the Types 
wanted separated by a space

FRM FRM Farms Returns Farm Listings

MUL MUL Multi-Family (includes sub 
types RMF and CMF)

Returns both Commercial 5+ units and 
Residential 2-4 units Multi-Family listings

VAC VAC Vacant land (includes 
subtypes LOT and CLN)

Returns both Residential Lots and Land and 
Commercial land

COM COM Commercial (includes 
subtypes CIN, COF and CRE)

Returns Commeraial, Industrial, Office and 
Retail listings

Property Sub  
Type

Any of the following values: SFD Returns all  Single Family residential 
listings while CND will return only Condos

To search more than one Property Sub Type 
enter the abbreviations for the Sub Types 
wanted separated by a space  such as 
CIN CRE for Commercial Industrial and 
Commercial Retail listings

SFD SFD for Residential Single Family 

CND CND for Condominium

LSE LSE for Residential Lease

FRM FRM for Farms and Agric

RMF RMF for Residential Multi-Family

CMF CMF for Commercial Multi-
Family

LOT LOT for Residential Lots and Land

CLN CLN for Commercial Land

CRE CRE for Commercial Retail

CIN CIN for Commercial Industrial

COF COF for Commercial Office

Status A

S

A S

Any of the following values:

-A for Active

-AC for Active with Contingency

-P for Pending

-S for Sold

-L for Leased

-X for Expired

-W for Withdrawn

-T for Temporarily Off Market

-R for Released

Returns all active listings

Returns all sold listings

Return all active and sold listings
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Price $100

$100+ 

$100- 

$100-200

Any 2-5 digit number starting 
with a $ sign +/- can be used to 
specify price ranges.

Prices are in the thousands.

Returns listings with a list price of $100,000

Returns listings with a list price equal to or 
greater than $100,000

Returns listings with a list price equal to or 
less than $100,000

Returns listing with a list price between 
$100,000 and $200,000

Beds 2

2+

2-

2-4

Any 1 digit number +/- can be 
used to specify Beds range. 

When using Bedrooms and Baths 
criteria the first number entered 
is assumed to be the desired 
Bedrooms

Returns listings with 2 Bedrooms

Returns listings with 2 or more Bedrooms

Returns listings with 2 or less Bedrooms

Returns listings with between 2 and 4 
Bedrooms

Baths 2+ Any 1 digit number +/- can be 
used to specify Beds range. 

When using Bedrooms and Baths 
criteria the first number entered 
is assumed to be the desired 
Bedrooms

Returns listings with Total Baths of 2 or 
more.  This could be one Half Bath and one 
Full Bath, total baths of 2.

If you do not use Bedrooms in your search 
bar criteria, you have to specify that you are 
using Baths:  2+ Bath

City Speedway Type in City Name from the city 
pick list table

Will return Listings in the city of Speedway

To search more than one city enter the city 
desired separated by a space: Speedway 
Carmel

School District Hamilton Heights Type in the school district name 
from the pick list table

Will returns listing in Hamilton Heights 
school district

Zip Code 46040 Any 5 digit number Returns listing in the zip code of 46040

To search in more than one zip code 
separate the codes by a space: 46040 46033

Total Square Feet 2000+ sqft

1900-2400 sqft

Any 3-5 digit number +/- can 
be used to specify a range.  
Following digits with space and 
sqft 

Returns listings with total sqft of 2000 or 
more

Returns listings with total sqft between 
1900 and 2400.

Agents These combinations are valid:

-agent Last Name

-agent First Name Last Name

-ag Last Name

-ag First Name Last Name

Ag Smith

Agent John Smith

Returns agents with the last name Smith

Returns agents with the name John Smith
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Section 2: Advanced Speed Bar Syntax Examples  
In this section we will go over some examples of more advanced Speed Bar syntax to demonstrate how a few simple speed bar 
commands can be combined to do complex searches.

Example 1: Listings
1. Show me all the Active Residential with a list price between $200,000-$300,000 

Res A $200-300

2. Show me all the Active Residential with a list price between $200,000-$300,000 with 2-3 bedrooms 
Res A $200-300 2-3

3. Show me all the Active Residential Condos with a list price between $200,000-$300,000 with 2-3 bedrooms and 3+ baths 
A RES CND $200-300 2-3 3+

4. Show me all the Active Residential Single Family Detached  with 2-3 bedrooms and 2+ baths in Greenfield 
A RES SFD 2-3 2+ Greenfield

5. Show me all the Active Residential with a list price between $200,000-$300,000 with 2-3 bedrooms and 2+ baths in 
Greenfield with Sqft over 1500 sqft 
A RES $200-300 2-3 2+ Greenfield 1500+ sqft

6.  Show me all  Sold Residential homes in Carmel priced between $300,000- $400,000   
S RES $300-400 Carmel  

7. Show me Residential Single Family listings greater than $200,000 with more than 1000 sqft and   in the zip code of 46033  
A RES SFD $200+ 1000+ sqft  46033

Example 2: Agents
1. Show me all the Agents with the Last Name Smith 

Ag Smith

2. Show me all the Agents with the Name John Smith 
Ag John Smith

3. Show me all the Agents with the a First Name starting with A and a Last Name Smith 
Ag A* Smith


